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On the Parity Violation Effects in Deep 
lnelaetic Lepton-Hadron Scattering 

The parity violation effects in deep inelastic 
seattering of polarized leptons on nucleons ar1z1ng due 
~o the interference of the electromagnetic antl weak 
~m~litudes are revie~ed. A phenomenological discussion 
of' the relevant asymmetries is given. The ex'pressions 
for the asymmetries are obtained in the parton approxima
tion. Numerical estimates are given in t~o dif:'t!rent 
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vector-like extension of thE star1dard model ~iJ}1 pure 
~~ctor neutral current of the charged leptons. 
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I. Introduction 
The correctness of the peneral strategy of the gauge thcorie" 

of weak and electromr.gnetic interactions has heen remarkah Iv con
firmed by the spectacular discoveries of the neutral current~!/ and 
the charmed particles2/, 

Further important test of these theories would he the discover)' 

of a weak lepton-hadron as well as lepton-lepton interactions which 

naturally arise in the gaupe schemes. There are many proposals to 
search for such an interactions in 

I. deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering 3- 6 •24 / 

2, atomic transitions 7/, 
3, purely leptonic processes in e+e- collisions S/, 

4, lepton-hadron processes in e+e· collisions 9/, 

{I) 

The first experimental study of the reaction {I) with polarized 
muon IO/ and electron111 beams has set an upper bound of the parity 

violating asynunetry approximately by an order of magnitude greater 
than the value predicted by the theory {in the experiments IO,II/ 

it was obtained: G
0
={6±IO)G and G

0
<IOG,resper.tively; G

0 
being 

the effective coupling constant of the parity-violating interaction) 
Recently the first results of two exoeriments 12 /on the possible 

parity violation effects in the atomic transitions in 209ei atoms 
have been published, They appear to indicate that the parity 

violation effects in heavy atoms are smaller than those predicted 
by the standard theory I 3 ,I 4/ of weak interactions, 

The present short review is devoted to the discussion of the 
parity violation effects in deep inelastic scattering of polarized 
charged leptons on nucleons. The parity violation effects in these 
processes are due to the interference of the contributions of the 
diagrams with exchange of a photon and a z0 -boson and they have an 
order of magnitude characterized by the narameter 

G ..!Li . - s- o'-
..f = v.t: .:lrc:oc.. ~ I, 6·10 ;11. I {2) 

where '1 is the proton mass and 9"is the square of the momentum tran
sferred to the hadrons, At present an experiment on deep inelastic 
fL ·N scattering is under preparPtion 1 S/ at CERN SPS, 
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The expected range of values of ?,2 
to be reached in this experiment 

is o 2 ~ SOO(GeV) 2 ,The parity violation effects can be of an order 
" 2 ( 2 h . bl . . of a few oer cent for~ ~IOO GeV) ,t us being measura e in prin• 

ciple, 

z. The Qeneral expression for the differential cross sections 

or the processes t~+ IV- e+ + X 

The effective Hamiltonian of the weak interaction of charged 

Jentons and hadrons can be written as 

lie re 

G t /,, 
Jl = '{£ i.f- Jo(, . 

.e. t. ! - t 

( 3) 

(4) cfa- = ~ l- Cl."'- =: l /o.f3v -r ~.4J~) 
is the lepton neutral current andc/~Ji,.is the weak ha~ron neutral 

( V A:J current, In terms of the quark· fields one has I: 
, . /z. Ii.. A. -

(5) Ja. = ~ + aa. =L 9 /o1.rv;, + a1os>q. 
In the standard theory o!lweak interactions the constants~v':J"'

V"CZ. and 9'iare given by the expressions: 

I t.8 1 
Jv.:;::. -Cl, +clsut. W ' J-t =-£: ' 
v ::..1...-£su....t.o..,, a.((.;;.-1- · 

u .it, .., ~ 

v,.. :-- +j-.st.l"l...l..8.,, ad. -==-f • 
etc., where.it. 9w is the Weinberg angle, 

(6) 

The relevan~ diagrams for the processes(!]. are shown in Fig.I. 

The corresponding ma~ix elements have the form: 

</'She+=±. i'1{ ~ra.(x:,')!"'-4.h< .. )<r'l{.tm.r> -
'1 I /,_ "Jr., - y I (7) 

-_p U.(1<..'lfa.{gv± 8..Js>u(1<.l <f I~ f'> ~) Sf'"f""'/). 
~m. It... • 

Here~ and~ are the electromagnetic and weak neutral hadron cur-

rents respectively, 1
5

is a standard normalization factor, Kand K.! 

are the momenta of the initial and final leptons,;° is the momen

tum of the initial nucleon,/''is the total momentum of the final 

hadrons, and the parameter .f' is defined by the equation(Z). 

•/Note that only the diar,onal terms of the weak neutral hadron 

current can contribute to the interference of the weak and electro

magnetic amplitudes which is cliscussed here, 
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Note that the matrix element fort •-scattering can be obtained from 

that one for l. -scattering replacinp !/A.--/JA 
!'sing the eq.(7) and keeping only the contributions of the dia

o.ram in Fig.Ia and the interference of the uiagrams in Fig.la and 

Fir.. lb, we can write the cross sections of the processes[!) as 

(df~) =~ldi:L[r + j{(-Jv't +:J-td-t)-tA~vol~±J,:.Jl (8) 

Here ~~~is the cross section of the processes (I) in the one

rhoton -a~pTo~mation,v=-i;t, ,\. is the longitudinal polarization of 

the incoming leptons, snd cl and c:>l are defined as 
I I v A; I 

c( = L<f (I<., K. ) ~r « "" e~fO" ']> K~ ~ 
v ~ (x.. ,._·,w"n.,_ ' ~ L (K,1<-'iWe ' (9) 

where 't , / "'t 1 <:" ':f :r (JO) 
t_., (><.,K. l =Ke,_K.,,- CJo/IK,K,) + Kl K.ct, 

/t. i, _/!s, L.J • ~m., •m.1. I 8(, ' J} I) 
and '1,,,t ==6-(.Z.Jl:~ (H <r I~ 'f ">Y'.:JP r· "ft'"I} 
~I:."1Z:n:) ·£-oLJ {f'/{:"'r.,.<f''~ 'f', + (12) 

f +<p'/{._ lf><pl~em.lp'>/G{j..1~p11dr 
As is easily seen f'rom eqs. (91-(12) ,the syfumh ical part of the ten-

sor ~I contributes to the quantity olv while the antisymmctrical 

part Jr ~I contributes respectively to olA.' So the contributions 

of vecto~ and axial-vector parts of the weak hadronic current to 

the interference term in eq ,(8) are characterized hr c:. v and o<-t, 

respectively. 

lt is obvious that the first two terms in the square brackets 

in eq.(R) are due to the interference of th~ one photon matrix ele

ment and the matrix clement of the parity conserving part of the 

Hamiltonian (3): X.pc=li,j_(v;._fl{_li.+q/a<Llt) 
while the last two terms in the square brackets in (8) arc due to 

th~ interference of the one-photon matrix element with the matrix 

element of the parity nonconserving part of the Hamiltonian (3): 
t7l. = k:.,,_ ( v-en .(. .;. a e i,A ) 

PV ~ "- CIL "'- "'- · 

We are going to dis cuss the possible experiments which can give 

evidences for the existence of a weak inteTaction between charp.ed 

lentons and hadrons, Consider firstly the experiments with leptons 

of a fixed charge designed to measure the dependence of the diffe

rential cross section of the process (I) on the lonpitudinal pola-
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rirnt inn A . Jn such experiments the following P-odd asymmetry 

'' llll';i>lllc'J: /d"h-... ) _/cl
20-:i:) 

A. = I TV :.\:1 'fi:ti) ..l.=-1 (13) 

; (fjq"dfi h= I of(,~~ ),,l =-1 
From [RI oncl (IS] it follm's th~t 

A_; = J'(fJ~,d.A; ::f::_ 8.A,dV) (14) 

If the n~ymmetryA._ (or A:+l is different from zero th<'n one should 

inevit~hly conclude that the parity•violating interaction between 

chorp~d leptons and hadrons ~oes exists.Note that in general 

A._¢. A:+ 
Let us proc~ed to the possible experiments on the determina• 

tion of the difference between the cross sections of deep inelas• 

tic scattering of leptons with opposite charges on nucleons, F.irst 

or all, it is clear that the interpretation of the results of such 

experiments requires a good deal of knowledge about the interference 

contribution of the one- and two-photon exchange diagrams to the 

relevant cross sections, We shall not discuss this problem here, 

It is worth-while to note only that the two•photon exchange contri· 

hution can be evaluated in the framework of the parton model 16 / 

Consider now the asymmetry arising in the scattering of unpo

larizeu leptons with opposite charges. Using the eq,(8) it is easy 

toobtain (db-_) _(d2-a+) 
( _(clt'dJJ A.=O {~iJ A.=O 

Id. a-_) fd +) -po1..~q""=·(IS) 
l aq .._ A=O + liifTCW A. =O "'r:f· 

If (after the two-photon excl{ange contribution is taken into ac-

count) the asymmetry C is found to be different from zero, then one 

can conclude only that there is a term 

a!_.a.f lI6) 

in the kpton-hadron interaction llami ltonian. Certainly the measure

ment of the asymmetry C alone cannot pive any information about the 

parity nonconservation. 

We would like to make -the followinp, remark relate<I to this dis

cussion. Suppose that the weak interaction lepton-ha.Iron effective 

llamiltonian has the form 
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at.~ { [ }ta.J)f- + g: f!d.f l ~ h -r 

+ [); X.oJ·»·) +g;f Jajsf-}°'7.. hj + ft-o>t!.) (17) 

Such an inter~~ion l';n arise in a gaup,e theory with two neutral 

intermediate bosons 171 .It is apparent that the Hamiltonian (17) 

conserves parity. The neutrinos originated in .lC- and /f.-dccays 

are always left-handed, So when consideting the neutrino•induccd 

processes one should substitute 1' 4 ~L ( J).f'L ==j(1+;fs> 1J..) in the 
expression (17), Therefore the e~ective Ilamiltonian {or such a 

µrocesses can be written in the form of 17 •181: 
... ( h. I... Jl =..2:riI Y. (1+x5>lJr> ~ r a<ll. >. 

V£ /uat u· CI8J 
Jn :µarticular, from (18) it follows that o-(,..+N4}+X) ;ofcrq{/11 .. ~rlC), 
which is in agreement with the neutrino experiment d!ta19 - 1 I, Thus, 

if the asymmetry C turns out to be different from zero then even in 

the framework of gauge theories no unambiguous conclusions about 

the parity nonconservation in the weak interaction of the charged 

leptons and hadrons can be drawn despite the neutrino experiment 

data_ which sho: that cross sections o.f the processes "r +A/...,. r"' + x 
and J) + N4 fL + X differ, 

~onsider further the .asymmetry 

B(~,=flot~~)>.. -rt;:tl~.,)~ +~t) .. -l] (1s) 
arising when~charge7afid the polarization of the lepton beam 

ere changed simultaneously. Using the eq,(8) one can find that 

8(A.)=f(-3~+Ajv)ct4.. (20) l ,{. 
As is seen from eq, (20) the parity nonconserving term 1' c'.h. of the 

Hamiltonian (3) as well as the termqf~"'-which conserves parity 

contribute to the asymmetry 8 (A) , 
If the asymmetry 45(A) proves to be different from zero it shruld 

J,,. 
undoubtly mean that ~ 'I 0, The measurements of the asymmetry B{>i) 

alone for a fixed values of the polarization ,\ can give no definite 

information about the parity nonconservation in the lepton-hadron 

interaction. However it is clear that when performing measurements 

of 8Cl)for different values of ..lone can determine experimentally 

both9~~ and 9.,oe"'- terms. Finally let us note that the asymmetries 
B (A) Plld C. are re lated by the equation 
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3-+ 
-...l B {.>. ). 

9~ .9v . . 
3. The str•1cture t'unct1'8"ns. Parton approx1mat1on 

c (ZI) 

It is well known that the tensor IJ~as the following struc-

ture "{'> 

;/'nt.= (.5-r-~ > w
1 

+ ~,._<ta-fl-'la.>~ -l!!J.qprwJ..,.c22) 
TX tensor wi'arising from the interferen~e of the diagrams in 

Fig, I a and Fi, Ib can be written in the fallowing general form 3/. 

w«; = (~" -~ ) P..1 + ~ ~ <t"" - f/ji. 'J... >r,,,-tf ?f )R:i +-
, I 7 + I p R (23) 

· -'.11'- «13.po- 7,ofo- ~ ) :t 
where the structure functions' /l. depend in general on q and i..l */ 

' , 
Usinp. the eqs,(9),(22) and (23) we can express cil 11 and~ in terms 

of the structure functions fl.. and wi 
o< = ~%.!i1 + [r.1d1:-i>>-9l-_/R.~ 

v t.Q~hj +['tE(F-»)-c/·Jw!l. 
I - QJ!. .tE-JJ /{. 

c/. - +- "' ~ 
..4. - JcrW, +{'fE(E->J)-~(·]WL 

E oeinp t~e energy of the initial lepton, 

(24) 

(25) 

Further one can easily obtain the expressions fur the struc

ture functions R.i: in the quark•parton approximation, Using the eqs. 

(SJ and (23) we have: 

R.1 =~~or~ ffr(.:r-> + f9 (.ul • 

R~ ==~..cf ar v;, <fr(..r> + !9 (.>e>).7 cu.) 

~ = - ; L 09a.,rf9~ I - f 1 {..r» J 

where a
9 

denotis the char re of 9 -quark er =u,d,s,.J and f {.r:Jf't.-1XJ) 
is the number of q-quarks (q.antiquarks) with momentum xp in tle 

nucleonl.X=-J-;), So, in the parton model the structure functions 

R.t, depend only on the scaling variable ...r ,and the functions l?.1 
and~ are related by 3/ 

iJll.t =.:l.x:.Hl?..1 • (27) 

Finally from (24)-(26) we p.et: 

cl ;Ji. ~ Qr.1-z ~i(x.J + 1 (-2:1) } (28) 
... 1_ Q ~ r h Ir l,.,.(..t:>) 

/Note that th3 tefms p1oport1lnal to 'l have been omitted since 

they do not contribute to the cross sections, 
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¥: (.1. f,'-_ ) 
dA. =~ f I- f-d)1... 

where :J =:, 9 

(29) 

4, The asymmetriesA.:f:, Band C in concrete i:auge scheme.s 

The. parameters f/.; fj,,J ~and~ cannot be determined unambiguosly 

from the data available at present time,We shall give the expres

sions for '''\,and oc'.A: in two different gauge models· in the standard 

one and in a vP.ctor-like extension of the standard model in which 

the neutral current of the charged leptons is a pure vector 22
' 24/, 

We restrict our discussion to the case of the lepton scattering on 

a tarp.et with equal number of protons and neutrons. From (6) ,(28) 

and (29) it follows that in the standard model 
9 ( ~o . .!I.. ) 

cLV =: S 1 - 9--.St.n 8.., , 
cl - .s... ~ {.:l - :t) . 

""' - s 1..,..(1-jf>L 

( 30) 

Note that eq,(30) has been derived' in the valence quark approxima· 

tion(the relevant contributions of the u• and d•quarks have been 

taken in1:o acc:mnt only), Usine the eqs,(6) ,lI4) ,(IS) ,(I9) and (30) 

one can easily obtain the expressions for the asymmetries ~ , BO.land 

(, in the standard theory: ~ 
A: ::: ifij'{(-1+4sdew)11...~11l ~ (1-7,0 sui.'-e i}, OIJ 

::;:. f+(1(J)J... N 

8Ul=~J'{1 +A(-1+'t.scn.~e )11ii~~8J , C32J 
IO w 1 -r(1;!J1L 

( = A_ D (/(.,l. ... ){I • (33) 
: I 0 J 1 + (r -11 )l.. 2 

The dependence of thtPP·odd asymmetries A· and A+ on sin {) for 
2 _2 w 

q = 200 GeV- and for tl"o values of the variable !:I ,namely for:;.=o,s 

and ;;/=I are presented granhically in Fig,2a and 'l!ig,2b,respectively. 

As is seen from these figures, the asymmetries A._: and >'l+ have abso· 

lutely different behaviour. 

It is well known that the standard theory is consistent with neu-

tral current data if sin
26>W =O ,3±0 ,I, For the values of the parameter 

Sin
28

111
close to], the asymmetry~is ra~'1er small, The asymmetryA.+ 

in this region is - I\, The depend·ence of the asymmetry B(iJon Sin 2e 
for :J=I and:J=0,5 and q

2
n 200(GeV)

2 
is presented in Fig.3. For w 

sin~ J the asymmetry 8{i)is roughly 2';, 
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An extension of the standard SU(Z)x U(I) gaup.e theory with ad

ditional Ti'ght-handed doublets 

(:e ~)R (~ ~)~ (J4) 

was considered in 22 " 24 /, H~re NC. and Nt'-are the field operators of 

tl'Cl heavy neutral leptons, & and 't.- are the ficl-' :iperators of two 

heavy quarks with charges C-yl. This model has many interesting 

fcatmocs( suppression of the parity vioation effects in heavy 

atoms 22 •241, ~-.~e'tdecay rate close to the experimental upper li

mi t 25 1, etc.} .The neutral currents of the charged leptons and had

rons hete have the form(4) and (SJ ,respectively, with 

3v· = _, +.:J..sve9ti '/111t. == o • 
Ir . .t.,, a. -o 

V(L = -f - ;r-.sui. O"fl) U. - I (35) 

va'.. = -1 r J.sc.n..'-e.,,, ad..= -i 
Since in this scheme /JA. =O, the asymmetries ~, B and C satisfy the 

re!ations: 
A:+= >'l_ = .+ (36} 

c :::0 

From (32) and 

tion: 

8(-tl =Al'f:. 24/ 
(35} one cen get in the valence quark approxima• 

Let us remark 

- ..:! ;j f.t (I I 
cl..4. - S" 1 + (1-3J'- , 

A =- o (-, +.2..sv1.ts ).,;t 111.i->1> 1 . C37J 
• .r "' S' 1 + 0-a> 

that the considered asymmetries do not depend on ol.v 

in this model, 

The dependence of the asymmetry If en the parameter sin 2 B.., for 

q~=200(GeV) 2 and ;J=0,5; ! is presented in Fig,4, It is seen that 

for sin
2 

9"'<0.S the asymmetry A. is negative and for sin
2 9.., j-tt is 

approximately,.., H. 

5. Conclusion 

It is quite clear that the search for a weak interection bet• 

ween charp,ed leptons and hadrons is of p,reat importance for our 

understanding of the nature of the weak interaction. The nossibili

ties of the experiments with high energy muon beams undoubtedly 

should be used for this pU1'JloSe, 

In conclusion we would like to note that the discovery of the 

~arity violation effects due to the interference of the diagrams 
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with exchange of a photon aaCI of a z0 -boson would give a unique 

possibility to determine the sign of the weak coupling constantG 2 ~/ 
We are deeply r.rateful to B,M,P.:i11tecorvo, C.Rubbia and I ,Savin 

for valuable discussions, 

a 

Fig.I. The diagrams for the processes f.?=+lv->tF+Xff=e,r) 
with exchange of a photen (Fig,Ia) and a z0 .boson 
(Fig,Ib), 
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The dependence of the asymmetries If.. and A.+ on sin z 61.., 
- L 2 in the standard SU(Z] XU(l) gauge theory for ~ =ZOO ( GeV) 
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Fig,2 
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